I. Definitions
(a) “COE” shall mean customer owned or provided equipment, and “router” shall mean NexG’s
VForce equipments.
(b) “Federal Universal Service Pass-Through Fee (“FUSPF”)” shall mean a pass-through of the
Federal Universal Service Fees (“FUSF”) associated with the telecommunications services
underlying the Service, based on current FUSF rates. The FUSPF may be modified from time to
time to reflect changes in the FUSF.
(c) “NexG” shall mean Network Expert Group, Inc., as identified and set forth on the first page of
this Agreement.
(d) “Service” shall mean the service(s) as identified and set forth on the first page of this
Agreement.
(e) “Service Activation Date” or “Cutover Date” shall mean the date Customer has connectivity
over the transport network to NexG’s Internet Access Network and has been routing traffic from
Customer’s equipment to NexG’s Internet access network. The Service Activation Date shall not
be dependent on correct configuration of Customer’s computer equipment, applications (e.g.,
Domain Name Service, Electronic Mail Service), Local Area Network (“LAN”) or Wide Area
Network (“WAN”)).
(f) “Site(s)” shall mean Customer locations where NexG is to perform Services.
II. Terms
The Term of this Agreement shall commence on the Service Activation Date and it shall continue
for a Term (“Initial Term”) specified on the Service Order Form (“Service Agreement”). This
Agreement shall be automatically renewed on the same initial term (“Renewal”) basis after the
expiration of the Initial Term until terminated by either Party providing the other with thirty (30)
days prior written notice before term expiration. Customer agrees and accepts the new price
which may take in to an effect at the time of renewal.
III. Termination
(a) In the event a ruling, regulation or order issued by a judicial, legislative or regulatory body
causes NexG to believe that its performance under this Agreement may be in conflict with such
rule, regulation or order, Customer shall either agree to modify this Agreement to conform to the
requirements of such rule, regulation or order, or NexG may terminate this Agreement
immediately upon giving written notice to Customer and without any liability to Customer.
(b) This Agreement may be terminated immediately by either Party or NexG may suspend
performance of this Agreement, upon written notice to the other Party if the other Party (i) is in
material breach of this Agreement (including but not limited to failure to make timely undisputed
payments) and such failure or breach is not remedied within fifteen (15) days after the terminating
Party provides written notice to the breaching Party specifically describing such breach; (ii)
ceases to carry on business as a going concern, becomes the object of voluntary or involuntary
bankruptcy or liquidation, or a receiver is appointed with respect to a substantial part of its assets;
(iii) engages in fraud, criminal conduct, or willful misconduct; or (iv) breaches the confidentiality
obligations under this Agreement. Except as expressly provided in this Agreement, in the event
of a breach of this Agreement by either party, the other party will be entitled to pursue any and all
remedies available to it at law or in equity, including court costs and reasonable attorney’s fees.

(c) Termination for Convenience:
(i) Prior to the date upon which NexG installs transport to provide Service, (i) Customer
may cancel this Agreement by providing thirty (30) days prior written notice to NexG and (ii) NexG
may cancel this Agreement based on Customer’s non-responsiveness or non-readiness to have
NexG provision/fulfill the requested Service within ninety (90) days after Customer orders the
Service. In either event, Customer shall pay NexG as liquidated damages, not as a penalty, a
cancellation charge equal to six (6) months of the Service charges.
(ii) After the date upon which NexG installs transport to provide Service, in the event
Customer terminates this Addendum without cause by providing thirty (30) days prior written
notice to NexG or in the event NexG terminates this Addendum based on Customer’s nonresponsiveness or non-readiness as set forth above, Customer will be liable to NexG as
liquidated damages, not as a penalty, for any installation charges waived or unpaid, any other
unpaid charges due and owing, plus one hundred percent (100%) of the Monthly Charges for the
remaining Term of the Service from the date of termination.
(d) Cancellation Charges:
(i) Cancellation charges are applicable when a Customer cancels a Circuit prior to the
start of Service Date. There will be no cancellation charge if a Circuit is cancelled within Three (3)
days of Customer’s Circuit order. If a Circuit is cancelled after the three day cancellation period
set forth above but prior to the Start of Service Date, Customer shall pay six months recurring
charges plus any applicable service ordering and installation charges including without limitation.
If Customer places an order for a Circuit, cancels within the 3 day grace period provided above,
and later places an order for the same locations, Customer may be charged a cancellation charge.
It is agreed that NexG’s damages in the event of Service cancellation shall be difficult or
impossible to ascertain. This provision is intended, therefore, to establish liquidated damages in
the event of cancellation and is not intended as a penalty.
IV. Payment and Delinquency
(a) Taxes and then current FUSPF associated with Customer's use of the Services will be added,
if applicable, to monthly charges specified herein.
(b) For all charges, including installation charges and taxes, if applicable, NexG will bill Customer
through Customer's monthly bill from the NexG affiliate providing Customer’s local service. For
circumstances where Customer is outside NexG affiliate local service territory or where deemed
necessary, at NexG’s sole discretion, Customer may receive an invoice directly from NexG for all
charges. Monthly recurring charges will be billed in advance and usage charges will be billed in
arrears. Partial months of Service will be prorated. Payments will be applied first to the oldest
charges on the bill, without regard to any notation Customer may make on its check. Monthly
charges shall commence on the date that NexG makes Internet connectivity available to
Customer. If Customer delays Internet connectivity for more than ten (10) business days after the
date that the transport is installed, NexG will begin billing Customer for the Service on the
th
eleventh (11 ) business day following the installation of the transport.
(c) Payment shall be due every 5th day of each month. Customer shall advice NexG of any billing
discrepancies or disputes about an invoice within fifteen (15) days after receiving the invoice or
the invoice shall be deemed correct. In addition to recovering attorneys’ fees and costs of
collection, NexG may assess a late payment fee equal to 5% of the outstanding balance.
Payment provisions are subject to NexG’s credit review and NexG may require a security deposit
to ensure prompt payment.

(d) NexG may suspend or discontinue Services provided under this Agreement, without notice, if
charges for these Services are not paid when due.
(e) Suspended service will only be restored when the customer pays in full the outstanding
balance and NexG will charge the amount of $200 in terms of service reconnection fee.
(f) If customer check is returned for non-sufficient funds, NexG has an authority to withdraw the
amount of the check plus any applicable fees from customer bank account through electronic
debit or bank draft. The use of a check for payment is customer’s acknowledgement and
acceptance of this policy and its terms and conditions.
V. Domain name Registration
Customer is responsible for choosing a domain name and submitting an application to
NexG. NexG makes no warranty or representation that the requested domain name will be
available for registration. Customer will retain ownership of the registered domain name(s).
VI. Customer Owner Equipment
(a) Unless specified in this Agreement, Customer is solely responsible for provisioning, installing,
configuration and maintenance of all COE hardware and software, including without limitation
TCP/IP routers, primary domain name servers, electronic mail servers, net news servers and
firewall or proxy servers. NexG shall not be responsible for delays in the provision of Service
resulting from incompatibility of such COE, or resulting from improper provisioning, configuration
or maintenance of such COE. NexG may provide configuration files for certain routers, at its sole
discretion, and only as a convenience to the Customer. The connection of COE and wire will at all
times comply with the terms, conditions, limitations and responsibilities normally applicable to the
connection of customer premise equipment to the telephone network, including those now or
hereafter established in the Federal Communication Commission’s Part 68 Rules and
Regulations.
(b) NexG may make changes in its Services, equipment, operations or procedures, including
those related to the Service, where such action is not inconsistent with the proper operation of the
Service provided under this Agreement. If any such change can be reasonably expected to
render any of Customer’s COE incompatible or otherwise materially affect its use or performance,
Customer will be provided written notice at least three (3) months in advance of the change. If
Customer determines that the cost of replacing or modifying its equipment or system in order to
reestablish compatibility and maintain uninterrupted Service is unreasonable, Customer may
terminate this Agreement without penalty or liquidated damages (e.g., cancellation or termination
charges).
(c) Customer will provide the proper environment, electrical and telecommunication connections
for the Services and router, if applicable, as specified by NexG and/or the router
manufacturer. No combination of COE will: require change in or alteration of the equipment or
Service of NexG; cause electrical hazards to NexG’s personnel or damage to NEXG’s equipment;
cause the malfunction of NexG’s billing equipment; or cause degradation of Service to persons
other than the user of the subject terminal equipment or communications system. Upon notice
from NexG that Customer’s COE is causing such hazard, damage, malfunction or degradation of
Service, Customer will promptly make such changes as will be necessary to remove such hazard,
damage, malfunction or degradation of Service.
VII. NexG Responsibilities

(a) Router installation and maintenance. If specified on the first page of this Agreement, NexG
will:
(i) Provide, install and maintain a fully configured, staged, and tested router, configured
with the IP software suite and LAN interface (the “Router”). Title to the Router shall pass to
Customer upon NexG’s completion of the installation of the Router. NexG will terminate the
Service in the Router’s LAN interface, which will be the Service point of demarcation. Customer
is responsible for interfacing its equipment/LAN with the Router. If Customer requests and
agrees to pay time and material charges, the Service interface may be extended to another
Customer requested location;
(ii) Provide project management of the Service and Router installation;
(iii) Retain the Router password and will be solely authorized to make changes to the
Router configuration;
(iv) Maintain and repair the Router for the duration of the Service period in accordance
with Section 12 hereof. If, however, Customer chooses to manage the Router password, then
Customer will be responsible for the maintenance and repair of the Router. In that instance,
NexG will no longer have the responsibility to maintain and repair the Router as stated herein.
(b) NexG will monitor the Service 24 hours a day, 7 days a week for Service troubles and failure
and will provide Customer with Service information and documentation for trouble reporting.
(c) NexG will allocate the necessary number of IP addresses to Customer based on the mutually
agreed upon design and provide specific LAN/WAN assignments for the Router. NexG reserves
the right to decrease, increase, modify or otherwise restrict the number of IP addresses assigned
to Customer, but will not do so without prior discussion with Customer.
VIII. Customer Responsibilities
Customer is responsible for the following:
(a) Providing the path for the extension of the Service interface beyond the network interface
demarcation;
(b) Providing access to the network demarcation and Router during installation and for the Term
of the Service;
(c) Providing an on-site project manager/contact at mutually agreed upon times and for the
duration of the installation interval who will designate the Service interface requirements, assist in
the installation and configuration of the Router, and accept the Service;
(d) Providing network security for its LAN and access to Customer’s LAN. This may include
numbering/ renumbering Customer’s LAN IP devices using the new address to permit access to
the Internet;
(e) IP addressing of any hosts connected to the Router and IP sub-netting behind the
Router. NexG does not provide professional services regarding sub-netting beyond the LAN
interface on the Router;
(f) Providing a firewall or other device to protect its internal network if Customer has not elected to
obtain security services from NexG; and

(g) Providing NexG with access to all wiring closets, equipment rooms and/or demarcation
locations during installation and maintenance procedures.
IX. Special Construction (1) Customer does not request Service using a type of facility or
equipment, or via a route, other than that which NexG’s router would ordinarily utilize in providing
the requested Service. (2) If the network connection by DSL or Cable vendors is not available to
meet an order for NexG’s Service, Services ordered under this Agreement will be terminated by
NexG.
X. Service Moves, Changes & Upgrades
The Site(s) to receive the Service which are specified on the first page of this Agreement may be
moved or changed from one Site to another as long as the new Site can be served by a type of
DSL, Cable service, and the Service and associated charges will continue uninterrupted. Nonrecurring charges and new recurring charges that would apply for the new location will be
negotiated at the time of the move. If Customer elects to upgrade the Service to a higher speed,
Customer may do so without liability for the early termination charges specified in this Agreement
if Customer signs a new agreement with a term at least equal to the Term of this
Agreement. Customer will be responsible for installation charges and the new monthly rate.
XI. Transport Services
Unless purchased with the Service, Customer must obtain local transport services (“Transport”)
from a transport provider for use with the Service and the terms and conditions applicable to
those services are not in any way affected by the terms of this Agreement.
XII. Maintenance and Testing
(a) The Parties will cooperate with each other in performing joint tests to the extent reasonably
necessary to establish the Service or to detect, isolate and remedy Service related
problems. Joint tests will be at no charge to the other Party, if such tests are conducted by
remote testing systems. If an NexG on-site technician is necessary and the trouble is located on
Customer’s side of the interface, actual material and labor prices at NexG’s standard rates will
apply. NexG will negotiate and coordinate the maintenance of transmission services with
Customer’s chosen local transport provider.
(b) NexG will perform routine maintenance as is customary to reasonably maintain the Service,
Transport, and Router, if applicable, as described herein. All such maintenance will be performed
at no additional charge to Customer if the fault which gives rise to the maintenance request is
determined by NexG to reside on the NexG side of the point of demarcation between NexG and
Customer or in the Router. Actual material and labor prices at NexG’s standard rates will apply to
troubles isolated to COE, to Customer’s misuse of the Router, or to any condition on Customer’s
side of the point of demarcation between NexG and Customer.
(c) Customer understands and agrees that temporary interruptions may occur as normal and
reasonable events in the provision of the Service. All computer systems and networks need
routine maintenance from time to time. NexG generally schedules and performs such
maintenance, on an as needed basis, during the times indicated by NexG. Not all scheduled
network/systems maintenance will affect Customer’s Service. However, NexG will endeavor to
provide Customer five (5) business days advance notice, or if not possible, reasonable advance
notice if NexG believes that such routine scheduled maintenance will affect Customer’s
Service. In the event of a network/systems emergency requiring immediate attention, NexG
reserves the right to perform emergency maintenance without notice or upon short notice, and
shall use all reasonable efforts to minimize the effect of such work on Customer’s Service.

(d) Customer acknowledges and agrees that NexG has no control over third party networks
Customer may access in the use of the Service, and therefore, delays and disruption of other
network transmissions are completely beyond the control of NexG. NexG will not be responsible
for Customer’s inability to access the Internet due to circumstances not in the direct control of
NexG, such as individual Internet user’s own equipment capabilities and/or limitations, Internet
limitations and/or browser software limitations.

XIII. Service Level Agreement
(a) Network Service Levels: NexG agrees to meet the following network service levels:
(i) Network Availability: NexG’s IP Backbone Network, from which it provides NexG
Internet Access by VAAN(VPN Advanced Applied Network), It will be available 99.9% of the time.
(ii) Network Latency: Average round-trip transmissions will be 60 milliseconds or less
between NexG Backbone and customer points within NexG’s IP Network, measured by averaging
samples taken during a calendar month between these endpoints.
(iii) Network Packet Loss: During any calendar month, packet loss will not exceed 1%
based upon monthly averages, between endpoints within NexG’s IP network.
(b) Customer Service Level: NexG agrees to meet the following Internet availability service level:
Internet Service Availability: NexG’s Internet Access Service will be available to Customer 99.9%
of the time in a calendar month. “Service Unavailability” exists when Customer’s Internet
connection is unable to transmit and receive IP Packets to/from NexG’s NMS and NexG records
such failure in the NexG remote control center. Service Unavailability is measured from the time
NexG has actual knowledge of a service outage and a trouble ticket is opened, either in response
to notification by the Customer or in response to alarms from internal network management
systems, to the time Customer’s Impaired Service is again able to transmit and receive IP
Packets from NexG’s NMS.
(c) Internet Service Credits: If NexG fails to meet the above Internet service availability, then for
each cumulative hour of Service Unavailability, exceeding the initial twenty (20) minutes of
unavailability per month, Customer shall be entitled to the maximum of one (1) day’s credit prorated from Customer’s recurring monthly charges for the Internet Access Port fees. Credit
requests must be received by NexG by the last day of the month after the monthly aggregate
infraction occurred. If the NexG Customer Center determines that the reported Service
Unavailability was NexG’s responsibility, customer credit shall be provided in accordance with this
subsection. Failure to comply with this requirement will forfeit Customer’s right to receive an
Internet Service Credit.
(d) This Service Level Agreement (“SLA”) will not apply to infractions caused by (i) factors outside
of NexG’s reasonable control, including force major events, (ii) scheduled network maintenance,
(iii) actions or inactions of Customer or any third parties not under the sole control of NexG, (iv)
problems caused by COE, (v) problems isolated to the Local Access Transport and packet
switching facilities connecting the NexG’s backbone to Customer’s premise; or (vi) transmission
errors across the portion of the Internet which is off-net to NexG.

(e) To provide a means of verifying performance of the service levels specified in this section of
the Agreement, NexG will use network health monitoring software to validate the data for any
calendar month.
(f) Customer acknowledges that the warranties contained herein measure NexG’s IP Backbone
from selected endpoints and may not represent Customer’s actual IP network experience.
XIV. Use and Limitations
(a) NexG may: (i) reject or refuse to perform any Services that are not in compliance with its
applicable specifications and standards, laws and regulations and/or public interest standards as
determined by NexG; and (ii) from time to time and without notice, make changes in Services that
in its sole judgment will best serve NexG’s customers. NexG’s partial rejection or refusal of any
portion of Services will not release Customer from its obligations with respect to the remaining
Services being performed.
(b) Customer agrees to comply with the NexG Acceptable Use Policy (AUP), all policies
applicable to NexG and all policies applicable to any network that is accessed through
NexG. Violation of any such rules, regulations and policies, or any attempt to break security or to
access an account which does not belong to Customer, shall be considered a material breach of
contract, and NexG may terminate this Agreement without liability or may suspend or terminate
Service to Customer, or suspend or terminate any user ID, electronic mail address, universal
resource locator or domain name used by Customer. Upon such termination by NexG, Customer
shall be liable for any applicable charges, including early termination
As set forth in Section 3 of this Agreement, if Customer’s Service is suspended pursuant to this
Section, Customer will remain responsible for charges for the Service incurred during the period
of suspension.
(c) Nothing contained in this Agreement may be construed to convey to Customer any interest,
title, or license in the user ID, electronic mail address or universal resource locator used by
Customer in connection with the Service.
(d) Customer acknowledges and agrees that NexG has the right to enforce its policies and
guidelines pertaining to Customer’s use of the Service and may be required to take immediate
action to protect the integrity, quality, reputation and/or availability of the Service.
XV. Warranty
(a) NexG warrants that for the Term of this Agreement, NexG will make reasonable efforts to
provide continuous, uninterrupted, expedient and error-free Service to Customer. If, under
normal and proper use, the Services fail to perform substantially as specified above, and
Customer notifies NexG during such Term, NexG will make commercially reasonable efforts to
correct such Service degradations or failures without charge to Customer. NexG’s liability for
damages for interruptions of Service, or for mistakes, omissions, delays, errors and defects in the
provision of Services, shall in no event exceed an amount equal to the pro rata charges to
Customer for the period during which the Services are affected.
(b) EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEXG HEREBY DISCLAIMS
ANY AND ALL WARRANTIES INCLUDING IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF FITNESS,
MERCHANTABILITY AND PERFORMANCE. NEXG MAKES NO WARRANTY THAT THE
SERVICE WILL MEET CUSTOMER'S REQUIREMENTS, OR THAT THE SERVICE WILL BE
UNINTERRUPTED, TIMELY, SECURE, OR ERROR FREE; NOR DOES NEXG MAKE ANY
WARRANTY AS TO THE ACCURACY OR RELIABILITY OF ANY INFORMATION OBTAINED

THROUGH THE SERVICE. NEXG MAKES NO WARRANTY REGARDING ANY
TRANSACTIONS EXECUTED THROUGH THE SERVICE. CUSTOMER UNDERSTANDS AND
AGREES THAT SUCH TRANSACTIONS ARE CONDUCTED ENTIRELY AT CUSTOMER'S
OWN RISK.
XVI. Indemnity
Customer will indemnify and defend NexG, its directors, officers, employees, agents and their
successors (“Agents”) from and against any and all third party claims and related loss, liability,
damage and expense, including attorneys’ fees, (collectively “Damages) arising from improper
use of Services or information or any content or data transmitted over any NexG network or
facilities. NexG will indemnify and defend Customer and its Agents from and against any
Damages finally awarded or paid in settlement based on a claim that any Service, or NexGprovided equipment and software (collectively, “Materials”), infringe a U.S. patent or copyright. If
a final injunction or judgment is awarded against Customer prohibiting use of Service/Materials by
reason of infringement of a U.S. patent or copyright, NexG will at its option and expense either (a)
procure the right for Customer to continue using the Service/Materials; (b) obtain and deliver
equivalent non-infringing Service/Materials; or (c) terminate the infringing Service/Materials and
refund to Customer amounts paid for infringing Service/Materials, less a reasonable charge for
use. An indemnified Party shall provide the indemnifying Party with notice for any claim of
indemnity and the indemnifying Party shall have complete authority to assume the sole defense
and settlement of such claim. The indemnified Party may participate in the settlement or defense
at its own expense and shall reasonably cooperate to facilitate the defense and settlement of
such claims.
XVII. Limitation of Liability
NEITHER PARTY SHALL BE LIABLE TO THE OTHER FOR ANY INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
PUNITIVE, EXEMPLARY, SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT
LIMITATION DAMAGES RELATED TO LOST PROFITS, TOLL FRAUD, LOSS OF USE, AND
LOSS OF DATA, OR FAILURE TO REALIZE SAVINGS OR BENEFITS) ARISING UNDER THIS
AGREEMENT, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS. THE TOTAL
AGGREGATE LIABILITY OF NEXG, ITS SUPPLIERS, LICENSORS, AFFILIATES, DIRECTORS,
OFFICERS, AND/OR EMPLOYEES UNDER OR IN CONNECTION WITH THIS AGREEMENT
WILL BE LIMITED TO PROVEN DIRECT DAMAGES NOT TO EXCEED AMOUNTS ACTUALLY
PAID BY CUSTOMER TO NEXG FOR SERVICE DURING THE 12 MONTH PERIOD
IMMEDIATELY PRECEDING THE DATE OF THE CIRCUMSTANCES GIVING RISE TO THE
FIRST CLAIM FOR DAMAGES UNDER THIS AGREEMENT.
XVIII. Confidential Information
During the Term of this Agreement, each Party may obtain Confidential Information (including
ideas, know-how, trade secrets, computer programs, technical information, and other confidential
information which is disclosed by a disclosing Party to a receiving Party under this Agreement)
from the other Party. Written or other tangible Confidential Information must at the time of
disclosure be identified and labeled as Confidential Information belonging to the disclosing Party.
When disclosed orally or visually, Confidential Information must be identified as confidential at the
time of the disclosure, with subsequent confirmation in writing within 15 days after disclosure.
Neither Party may during the Term and for three (3) years thereafter disclose any of the other
Party's Confidential Information to any third party. Neither Party may use the other Party's
Confidential Information except to perform its duties under this Agreement. The Confidential
Information restrictions will not apply to Confidential Information that is (i) already known to the
receiving Party, (ii) becomes publicly available through no wrongful act of the receiving Party, (iii)
independently developed by the receiving Party without benefit of the disclosing Party's
Confidential Information, or (iv)) disclosed by the disclosing Party to a third party without an

obligation of confidentiality. Upon termination of this Agreement or an applicable Addendum, each
Party will return the other Party’s Confidential Information. The terms of this Agreement shall be
deemed Confidential Information by the Parties.
XIX. Customer Information and Working Environment
NexG may rely on any information provided by Customer and assumes no liability for any
damages or costs that result from errors or omissions in such information. Customer shall provide
NexG with timely access to Customer information, facilities or equipment to provide the Services
and keep NexG informed on developments in Customer business or operations that may impact
Service. To the extent that NexG provides Services on Customer’s premises, Customer shall
maintain the premises in a suitable and safe working environment, free of hazardous substances
(including pollutants, contaminants, or toxic substances) (“Hazardous Materials”). NexG does not
handle, remove or dispose of, nor does NexG accept any liability for, any Hazardous Materials on
Customer’s premises and Customer shall pay NexG for any additional costs incurred as result of
the presence of Hazardous Materials. NexG may terminate this Agreement or suspend
performance until Customer removes any such Hazardous Materials and otherwise complies with
the terms herein.
XX. Miscellaneous
(a) Governing Law. This Agreement will be governed by and construed in accordance with the
domestic laws of the State indicated on the first page of this Agreement. The Parties specifically
disclaim the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods and the
Uniform Computer Information Transactions Act.
(b) Relationship of Parties. NexG, its employees, agents, and representatives are not
employees, servants, partners, or joint venturers of or with Customer. NexG is an independent
contractor and will at all times direct, control, and supervise all of its employees.
(c) Assignment. Neither this Agreement nor any portion or interest in this Agreement may be
assigned, sublet, or in any manner transferred by a Party without the prior written consent of the
other Party, which consent will not be unreasonably withheld. Notwithstanding the foregoing,
NexG may assign all or any part of this Agreement to an NexG Affiliate or use subcontractors to
perform Services.
(d) Severability and Waiver. If any provision of this Agreement is determined to be invalid or
unenforceable, this Agreement will be construed as if it did not contain such provision. The failure
of a Party to insist upon strict performance of any provision of this Agreement in any one or more
instances will not be construed as a waiver or relinquishment of such provision and the same will
remain in full force and effect.
(e) Survival. Any term of this Agreement that by its sense and context is intended to survive the
expiration or termination of this Agreement shall survive the expiration or termination hereof.
(f) Timely Actions. Any legal action under this Agreement must commence within two (2) years
after the cause of action arises.
(g) Publicity. During the Term of this Agreement, NexG may refer to Customer, orally and in
writing, as a customer of NexG and may publish a press release announcing in general terms that
NexG and Customer have entered into this Agreement and NexG may in general terms describe
the activities contemplated hereunder. Any other reference to one Party by the other Party
requires written consent of the first Party.

(h) Notice. Any notice required or permitted under this Agreement shall be in writing and shall be
delivered to Customer and/or NexG via mail, fax or e-mail to the address set forth on the first
page of this Agreement.
(i) Force Majeure. Except in the case of payment of amounts due, neither Party will be liable to
the other Party for any failure of performance due to any cause beyond that Party’s reasonable
control, including acts of God, fire, explosion, vandalism, terrorism, cable cut, storm, or other
similar occurrence, any law, order, regulation, direction, action, or request by any government,
civil, or military authority, national emergencies, insurrections, riots, wars, labor difficulties,
supplier failures, shortages, breaches, or delays, or preemption of existing Service to restore
Service in compliance with the regulatory rules and regulations, or, in the case of NexG, delays
caused by Customer or Customer’s service or equipment vendors.
(j) Entire Agreement. This Agreement sets forth the entire understanding of the Parties and
supersedes any and all prior agreements, representations, and understandings relating to the
subject matter hereof. No modifications or subsequent agreements concerning the subject matter
of this Agreement will be effective unless made in writing and signed by the Parties. NexG shall
not be bound by any electronic or pre-printed terms additional to, or different from, those in this
Agreement that may appear in Customer’s form documents, orders, acknowledgments or other
communications.

END OF DOCUMENT

